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Synopsis: DAKINI LOVE is born to CIA agents in a Himalayan country in the midst of revolution. She is hidden
in a monastery with her nanny, JHODRON, while her parents flee. Over the subsequent years, Dakini lives in a
remote part of Hawaii with Jhodron, and trains as an operative for a clandestine private organization, Earth
Advocates. Her parents whereabouts remain a mystery.
Now 25, Dakini exhibits remarkable skills, both physical and mental. She is selected by Earth Advocates leaders,
ANKARA and BOONE, to go on a mission to Central America to infiltrate "Camino Luminoso", a mysterious
organization/movement founded by RAUL ESPINOSA. Raul is a charismatic revolutionary blamed for the recent
bombing of CIA headquarters, but who actually may have breakthrough technology that could help Earth
Advocates in their mission - to peacefully save the planet.
Before embarking, Ankara takes Dakini to meet JUSTIN BLACK, a youngish Silicon Valley billionaire who is
Earth Advocates largest donor. Recently widowed, Justin is smitten with Dakini and shares an out-of-this-world
evening with her at his fabulous night club, The Galaxy. Dakini, an accomplished dancer, teaches Justin a few
steps. The next morning, she finds her private jet filled with roses....
In the banana republic of Costa Brava, Dakini makes contact with a local E.A. operative, ISABEL, and TIKO, a
flamboyant former student at the E.A. academy who has gone rogue. Tiko drives them deep into the jungle to the
surprisingly posh hacienda of Raul. Disarmingly candid, Raul denies any connection to the CIA bombing, saying
the powers that be, a secret global elite known as the Brotherhood, are simply trying to frame and discredit him.
He explains that the Brotherhood has long controlled humanity's mental state through something called "the
transmission" and vows to prove it the next day.
That evening, Justin Black shows up unexpectedly at a festive soiree at Raul's hacienda. Justin reveals to Dakini
that he has been working with Raul for some time on technology dubbed "the filter", which cancels out the effect
of the transmission. Justin also reveals that he has perfected his salsa dancing.... The next day, in an idyllic
garden, Dakini, Justin, Raul, and Isabel all experience the filter, and have mind-bending insights into their lives.
Suddenly, Raul's hacienda comes under attack by unmarked military craft. Raul, Dakini, Justin, Tiko, and Isabel
drive further into the jungle, then set out on foot to avoid pursuit. Raul has the filter stored in a hard drive, and
the plan is to rendezvous with friendly forces the next day... That night, Raul and Dakini visit an ancient ruin.
Raul reveals he knew Dakini's father, RICHARD, and tells her he was a good man. As they leave the site, Dakini
has a vision of an alien entity that is somehow behind the unfolding mystery.
The next day, the group is paddling on a river when they are confronted by private mercenaries. Dakini, Justin,
and Raul are taken prisoner, but Tiko and Isabel manage to escape and continue downstream. They rendezvous
with DAWKINS, the leader of a freelance military platoon, loyal to E.A. Dawkins knows the Brotherhood will be
taking the others to a secret base, San Sebastian, near an offshore atoll. They board a high speed catamaran and
make for San Sebastian.
Meanwhile, a black chopper has already arrived at the base with Dakini, Raul, and Justin. Raul is met by
ERNEST STEELE, a U.S. Senator who is a high-ranking member of the Brotherhood. Steele is ex-CIA too and
wants to quash Raul's filter technology. Dakini is held in a cell and interviewed by a friendly young Naval
officer, JASON. Jason is sympathetic to Dakini and her plight, saying that he and many of his cohorts dislike the
Brotherhood and their agenda, which they have been forced to support.
Matters are complicated when Richard Love arrives at the base and meets with Steele. It is revealed that Richard
has been acting as "Chairman" of Earth Advocates since its inception, to monitor and suppress activities of those
who would oppose the Brotherhood. Richard realizes that his long lost daughter, Dakini, is being held prisoner at
the base, but no one else knows they are related.
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Jason realizes Dakini's life is in danger and helps her escape from her cell. He takes her to a hangar area in the
base where large UFO type craft are stored. Jason explains that the Navy has had a secret space fleet for decades,
the technology developed by back-engineering captured alien ships. Jason further explains that he trained as a
starship pilot until he was grounded when his father - Dawkins - broke ranks.
On the surface, Dawkins, Tiko, Isabel, and Dawkins' troops approach the atoll and disembark in an underwater
cavern, making their way to the base. Back at the base, Jason and Dakini free Justin. In a central holding area,
there is a climactic showdown with Steele. Justin reveals he has an explosive device in his phone which sets
Steele into a panic - any "terrorist" activity at the base will trigger a failsafe procedure that will destroy it and
everyone in it.
Justin, bitter about the Brotherhood's suppression of cancer cures which cost the life of his wife, is about to set off
his device when Dakini yells out. Inexplicably, time is frozen for everyone but Dakini and Richard. Richard calls
this an "out of time anomaly," possible for only the most psychically gifted. Dakini disarms Justin, and learns
from Richard that he is her father. Richard reveals that he is a double agent - The Brotherhood think Richard is
working for them, but actually he is committed to the Earth Advocates agenda.
Dakini also learns from Richard that her mother, VALERIE, died not long after her birth, but has been guiding
Dakini over the years in dreams, and that Jhodron is an accomplished spiritual master. Richard regrets that he
could not be there for Dakini growing up, and bemoans the heavy responsibility that has been thrust upon him.
Dakini is gratified to finally meet her father and forgives him. She also realizes that her destiny - to help save the
world at the seeming expense of personal fulfillment - is the same as his.
As the out of time anomaly fades, Dawkins and company invade the base, and chaos ensues. An emergency code
is triggered that will destroy the base in a matter of minutes. As everyone scrambles to exit, Raul is abducted and
taken away by shadowy figures. Jason is taken prisoner by Brotherhood forces and forced to leave with them on
one of the spacecraft. He manages to catch sight of his father, Dawkins, and gives him an emotional salute.
Dakini exchanges a similar look with Richard, who leaves with the Brotherhood, maintaining his ruse.
Back on the surface, Dawkins, Tiko, Isabel, Dakini, and Justin clear out in the catamaran just as the Base
implodes.... In a final scene, Dakini walks a beach in Hawaii with Jhodron, frustrated that she finally found love in Jason - but he is now worlds away. Jhodron advises Dakini to love, trust, and expand her powers to meet even
greater challenges. "None of this is real," she says, "just a dream. Whatever happens, you must dance with it." As
Dakini dances with abandon on the beach, pull out slowly and fade out.
THE END (FOR NOW)
.
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